
Examples of suffering continued

The Lamb of God

He suffered so much more than was poosible
to suffer normally and yet made it thru it. He
suffered the concentrated wrath of God for
the whole world. Can you imagine the impact
had he killed himself and not fulfilled his
purpose?
He did not give up and that is why salavtion is
available to those who want it.
He was beaten so severely he was not
recognizable. His friend betrayed him then he
was crucified. Add to that his communication
was severed from the Heavenly Father!

No faith in suicide

We can not have faith in suicide, as the only examples

we have in the scripture were people out ofGod's

will. Saul fell on his sword and other wicked kings

ended their life in the same way Elijah the great

prophet despaired of his life and asked God to let him

die but he did not take his own life.

Going back to the example of Job why not just end it

all?

We are to know how take the bad with the good in this

life some people have better lives with less problems

than others. Some have different types of problems.

We can not have faith in suicide. We do

not have any example that God is pleased with that we

know of. Do not play Russian roulette with your soul.

Every life is valuable!

Lies about suicide

It only hurts me and my family will be better off. Wrong your
family will not be better off and it hurts then as well as they
have to deal with the unexpected death of a loved one.
No one loves me anyway I so I will end it all. This is not true as
there people who do not know you even that would love you if
they knew about you. In fact we are sent to you to tell you that if
you are reading information.
I will help my family by committing suicide they will be rich.
Shame on you for thinking your life could valued by wealth as
the most perverted life and broken and useless is still worth
Calvary.
I have a right to commit suicide if I want and no one will stop
me. No that is not a right but a choice like murder is a choice a
very bad choice but not a right.
Depression causes suicide Not always does depression lead to
suicide. Depression does not have to be a permanent state!
There are many other lies a mile long.

Get Help

The most effective is Prayer to the
Maker of life and ask Him to give you a
reason to live. You already have many
but cannot see them right now. If you
just need to talk resources are listed
below.

Need help? In the U.S., call 1-800-273-
8255 National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline
We Care About You! Call 888-667-5947
or E-mail
contact@christiansuicideprevention.com

Before you commit

suicide:

Please read this!

This is designed to help answer
the following questions

Why Suicide?
What happens if you commit
suicide?
What alternatives are there to
suicide?
People that went thru more pain
than us and did not commit suicide.
Why?
What are leading causes of the
wanting to die?
Lies about suicide.
Get Help
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Why Suicide
The hurt the hopelessness and despair you feel

right now. Notice the way I used feel as how you feel

does not always equal how you are. It seldom does in fact.

You feel like what is the use and can not find

your purpose or even worse knew your purpose and failed

to live it. Maybe you just went thru the gut wrenching of

divorce. Perhaps you are depressed all the time.

Sometimes life hurts and we may want to end it all.

The strange thing about wanting to commit

suicide is or thinking about it is those feelings pass. It may

take hours days or even months but when they do pass you

want to live. I mean you really wonder how you could

have thought of being that extreme.

Alternatives

Wait Time will help fix this problem. Just wait and you

likely will feel like living again.

If you feel like committing suicide try to think of people

who have went thru worse than you without committing

suicide.

Call someone you trust and talk. Think of all the things

you could have done had you not committed suicide.

Think of the family you will leave behind. They will be

crushed.

Think or reasons you have to be thankful and write then

down.

If you are in a lot of pain think of being pain free and

concentrate on that.

What happens when you
commit suicide?

You are dead and that is final. A lot of decisions in life can be

undone. You can decide to lose weight if you weigh too

much. You can decide to call that friend you have not talked

to in years The list of reversible life choices goes on. When

you commit suicide you make a decision to end your ability

to make decisions.

You are not in charge of any decisions after death that you are

100% sure of! You will regret your decision to end your life

potential regardless of religious faith or lack there of.

Do you want take a chance that the Living God will condone

suicide?

Whether you are ready or not death is permanent and you do

not come back after you reach your final destination. For

those that fear the Living God, suicide is opposite to fearing

God.

If you have not been saved you are lost for sure then.

It is appointed to once die then the judgment. You hurry to

judgment. How do you know that there are not worse things

in death? In life only can you prepare for death not in death.

You will grieve the Lord if you commit suicide He went a to a

very cruel death for you so you can have hope.

Will you end it by committing suicide?

Many factors can aid in depression and sometimes

depression can spur action and humble you. It can keep

you from greater misery.. However when depression

cripples the life out of you that is from opposite source the

source of all evil. To beat this kind of depression is usually

a waiting game but only if you tell a close friend or family

member you are depressed like that. This depression is not

good and must be dealt with by prayer and activity as well.

This is the depression that most leads to suicidal thoughts

.Sometimes this depression does not have a known source.

A lot of time this depression comes with the feeling of
hopelessness. Nothing in this life is hopeless. Hang in
there.

Examples of suffering
Job

Let me paraphrase what he went thru.
He was a very rich man who loves God and
then he in the process of serving God, but he
loses everything: his wealth his children in one
week. Imagine the pain he went thru! Then to
make matters worse, he lost his health and his
friends kept telling him to repent of sins he did
not commit.
He cursed the day of his birth. His wife
encouraged him to Curse God and die which
would have been suicide in his day. He would
have been killed for doing that. Whew a way
out you say. NO! He responded that she talked
as a foolish woman. Remember he said that in
a lot of pain and grief. He is no longer a rich
man and his sons were killed and he is in a lot
of pain sore from head to foot is a lot of pain.
He says to her shall we not accept the bad with
the good. Stop thinking you are worthless and
understand this that suffering is part of this life
and that we take the bad with the good.
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